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PERENNIAL
The Fake News Update is brought to you in part by the wealth of
riches ‘neath this very studio. Why only yesterday I stumbled upon
an exemplary example of rustic turn of the century jewelry. Now I am
quite certain this wiley little gem was meant for me and mine eyes
only and if you were to twist my arm I’d say it was uhhh precious to
me.
ANAHITA
Perennial?

Uhh, the mineshaft!

PERENNIAL
Forget I said anything!

ANAHITA
Mysterious mine shafts popping up across the country leaving citizens
wondering, “Huh?”
With all the news you never knew you needed and all the news you
needed to know, I’m A
 nahita Ardashir...
PERENNIAL
...And I’m Perennial Eschner. From the KLMNOP studios in An
Embarrassment of Richmonds, Virgina: this is F.N.U. The Fake News
Update.

ANAHITA
And now, today’s headlines.
PERENNIAL
Yes, you’re the prettiest ring I’ve ever seen in my life! I just
wanna wear you around my pinky finger like ANAHITA
Perennial? Perennial?
PERENNIAL
Uh, yeah, P Dog?!
ANAHITA
You - you - YOU are P Dog.

PERENNIAL
Uh-huh!

Um.

ANAHITA
The headlines um - chickens across the state -

PERENNIAL
Ah, but if she dies we can’t do the news anymore Mr. Ring...
ANAHITA
P-Perennial?
PERENNIAL
Eschner Assesses!
This week I’m reviewing that Nerd Hit: The The Lord of the Rings.
Let’s talk about Smeagle, kids! Pete Jackson made him out to be a
right villian. But I have a take that’s hotter than Mount Doom!
Smeagle is the real hero here! He’s just a fella who found a ring he
was in love with while he was MINDING HIS OWN SHAFT! HECK! This
spindly little frog man loved ONE thing! And what did Frobo
Ardashir do?! He TOOK IT FROM HIM! Right from his dirty little
hands! This is my precious, Anahita! And you’re not gonna throw him
into that fiery pit! You hussy! NO STARS!
ANAHITA
Are you feeling...well?
PERENNIAL
Well! I’m feeling like it’s now time for a brand new P Dog favorite
segment: IMA PUT ON THIS RING!
ANAHITA
Perennial, we talked about this. I told you not to touch that
jewelry PERENNIAL
COCKYPOP!
ANAHITA
Do you mean “poppycock”?!
PERENNIAL

You’re not my real mom! The only mom I need is this here ring! It
beckons me! It calls my name at night! Golly dang it, Anahita, it
butters my bread - so - without further ado - I’m gonna put my mom on
my finger!
ANAHITA
Perennial, wait!!!!
PERENNIAL
Ahhhhh!
ANAHITA
He’s not breathing! Kelly! Kelly, get in here! He’s not breathing!
Oh. Wait. He is.

ANAHITA
Join us every morning Monday through Thursday for all the news you
never knew you needed and all the news you needed to know.
From KLMNOP, thank you for listening to the Fake News Update, and
until next time...
We’ll be FNU.
ANAHITA
Fake News Update is brought to you by Spoke Media. If you want to
follow us on the social media platform called Twitter, you can do so
@fakenews_update. You can follow me at @AnahitaArdashir, and
Perennial at @I_Perennial. If you would like to email us with your
questions, complaints, news stories, or mineshaft cement... you may
do so at fakenewsupdate@spokemedia.io. Thank you for listening!
PERENNIAL
This... is F.N.U.

